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Brief Communication

Persistent prelimbic cortex activity contributes
to enhanced learned fear expression in females
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Anxiety disorders, such as post-traumatic stress, are more prevalent in women and are characterized by impaired inhibition
of learned fear and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) dysfunction. Here we examined sex differences in fear extinction and
mPFC activity in rats. Females showed more learned fear expression during extinction and its recall, but not fear conditioning. They also showed more spontaneous fear recovery and more contextual fear before extinction and its recall. Moreover,
enhanced learned fear expression in females was associated with sustained prelimbic (PL) cortex activity. These results
suggest that sex differences in learned fear expression may involve persistent PL activation.

Women are at increased risk of developing fear-related anxiety disorders compared to men. For example, the prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is twice as high in women as
in men (Lebron-Milad and Milad 2012). These disorders are characterized by impaired inhibition of learned fear (Milad et al.
2009a; Jovanovic et al. 2010) and a growing number of studies
in humans and animals have shown sex differences in fear extinction (Milad et al. 2006; Baran et al. 2009, 2010; Glover et al. 2012;
ter Horst et al. 2012; Baker-Andresen et al. 2013), the reduction in
learned fear that occurs with repeated nonreinforced presentations of the conditioned stimulus (CS).
The neural circuitry mediating fear extinction is dysfunctional in PTSD. The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is a heterogeneous area that plays a crucial role in this circuit through its
involvement in learned fear and extinction processing. The dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) in humans and its rodent homolog, the prelimbic cortex (PL), are important for conditioned fear
expression. In contrast, the human ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) and the homologous infralimbic cortex (IL) in rodents
are involved in fear suppression and extinction (Vidal-Gonzalez
et al. 2006; Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011; Linnman et al. 2012).
Importantly, PTSD is associated with dACC and vmPFC dysfunction (Milad et al. 2009a; Shin et al. 2009). Although a role
for mPFC in mediating sex differences in fear extinction is
emerging (Baran et al. 2010; Zeidan et al. 2011; Merz et al. 2012),
the potential contribution of individual mPFC subregions remains
unknown.
We examined sex differences in local field potential (LFP) activity in PL and IL during fear extinction in male and naturally cycling female Lister hooded rats (Harlan, UK). All experimental
procedures were conducted with internal ethical approval and
in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986,
UK. Electrodes (Teflon-coated stainless-steel wires, 50 mm diameter) were implanted into PL and IL (2.7 mm anterior and

0.5 mm lateral to bregma, 3.3 mm (PL) and 4.3 mm (IL) ventral
to the brain surface) under isoflurane anesthesia. Rats received
peri- and post-operative analgesia (buprenorphine and meloxicam) and were singly housed during recovery and behavioral testing, which started 10 –14 d after surgery. On Day 0 rats were
habituated to contexts A and B (15 min each). On Day 1 rats
underwent tone habituation (five tones alone, 30 sec, 80 dB,
4 kHz, 2-min inter-trial interval [ITI]) followed by auditory fear
conditioning (five tones co-terminating with footshock, 1 sec,
0.5 mA, 2 min ITI) in context A. On Days 2 and 15 rats underwent
extinction training and recall testing (30 tones alone, 30-sec ITI),
respectively, in context B (Fig. 1A). Freezing served as an index of
conditioned fear and was scored manually.
There were no differences between males (n ¼ 9) and females
(n ¼ 10) in freezing during the presentation of tones alone (data
not shown) or tone– shock pairings during fear conditioning
(Fig. 1B). However, females showed significantly increased
tone-induced freezing during extinction (two-way ANOVA, main
effect of sex, F(1,17) ¼ 13.63, P , 0.01) (Fig. 1C) and extinction recall (two-way ANOVA, main effect of sex, F(1,17) ¼ 27.41, P ,
0.001) (Fig. 1D). These results indicate that, although there were
no sex differences in fear conditioning, females showed enhanced
learned fear expression during extinction and its recall. Females
also showed enhanced spontaneous recovery of fear, which is
the return of conditioned fear over time after extinction (Quirk
2002). This was indicated by a significant increase in the percentage of fear recovered at the start of extinction recall relative
to the end of fear conditioning (unpaired t-test, t(17) ¼ 2.39, P ,
0.05) (Fig. 1E). However, freezing during extinction recall, compared to extinction, was significantly decreased in both males
(two-way ANOVA, day × block interaction, F(14,112) ¼ 5.89, P ,
0.0001; Bonferroni’s post-hoc test, Blocks 1 –9, P , 0.05) (Fig.
1F) and females (two-way ANOVA, day × block interaction,
F(14,126) ¼ 2.48, P , 0.001; Bonferroni’s post-hoc test, Blocks
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Figure 1. Females show enhanced learned fear expression during extinction and its recall. (A) Schematic representation of the behavioral testing paradigm used. (B) No sex differences in freezing were observed in response to tone – shock pairings during fear conditioning. Females showed increased
tone-induced freezing during (C ) extinction ([∗∗ ] P , 0.01) and (D) extinction recall ([∗∗∗ ] P , 0.001). (E) Females showed increased spontaneous recovery of fear (i.e., freezing at the start of extinction recall relative to the end of fear conditioning, [∗ ] P , 0.05). Compared to extinction, tone-induced freezing was decreased during extinction recall in (F ) males ([∗ ] P , 0.05) and (G) females ([∗ ] P , 0.05).

et al. 2011). The opposing patterns of theta activity, together
with the low levels of theta synchronization observed between
PL and IL during early and late extinction (coherence , 0.1)
(data not shown), suggest that volume conduction of theta oscillations between these adjacent mPFC subregions was minimal.
Females also showed significantly increased theta activity in IL
during late compared to early extinction (P , 0.05). However, in
contrast to males, PL activity showed a small but significant increase in the lower theta band during late compared to early extinction (P , 0.05) (Fig. 2C). We also observed sex differences in
PL activity during extinction recall (Fig. 2D). PL activity showed
a modest, albeit significant, decrease at higher theta frequencies
during late compared to early extinction recall in males (P ,
0.05). Males also showed a shift in IL activity from the lower
(P , 0.05) to the higher (P , 0.05) theta range during late compared to early extinction recall. In females, there was little difference in theta activity in PL between late and early extinction
recall, whereas theta activity in IL was significantly increased during late compared to early extinction recall (P , 0.05). These results suggest that females showed sustained PL activation during
extinction and its recall, compared to males.
The mPFC forms part of the neural circuitry involved in the
contextual regulation of learned fear expression and extinction
(Orsini et al. 2011; Xu and Südhof 2013). To investigate the possibility that sex differences in learned fear expression and PL activity
involved altered contextual fear regulation, we also examined contextual fear and mPFC activity before extinction and extinction recall. As expected, males showed low contextual fear in the 2-min
period before the start of tone presentations during extinction
and extinction recall. Females showed increased contextual fear

2 –11 and 15, P , 0.05) (Fig. 1G), indicating savings of extinction
despite complete (i.e., 100%) spontaneous recovery of fear in females (Quirk 2002).
During behavioral testing LFP activity was recorded by connecting the implanted electrodes, via a headstage and a commutator, to a preamplifier linked to a Plexon Recorder system
(Plexon Inc.). LFPs were band-pass filtered at 0.7 –170 Hz and digitized at 1 kHz. Upon completion of the experiments rats were
deeply anesthetized and current was passed through the electrodes. Rats were transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde/4% potassium ferrocyanide to
mark the recording sites in PL and IL (Fig. 2A). LFP signals (Fig.
2B) were analyzed using multitaper spectral analysis, as previously
described (Fenton et al. 2013). Spectral estimates of LFP activity
during early and late extinction and extinction recall were generated by taking the average of the first two and last two tones during both sessions and then averaging across males or females.
Confidence intervals (95%) were used to quantify statistically significant differences in PL and IL activity during early and late extinction and extinction recall separately in males and females.
Given the recently established role of mPFC theta oscillations in
mediating fear extinction (Lesting et al. 2011; Narayanan et al.
2011), we focused our analysis on this frequency band (4– 12 Hz).
In males, theta activity in PL showed a marked and significant decrease during late compared to early extinction (P ,
0.05). Conversely, IL activity was significantly increased during
late compared to early extinction (P , 0.05) (Fig. 2C). These results agree with evidence indicating the involvement of PL in
fear memory expression and IL in the extinction and/or suppression of learned fear (Vidal-Gonzalez et al. 2006; Sierra-Mercado
www.learnmem.org
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Figure 2. Females show sustained PL activation throughout extinction and its recall. (A) An example of electrode placements in PL and IL, indicated by
the arrows. (B) Sample LFP traces recorded from PL and IL. (C ) Pooled theta power spectra (left) and log ratio plots for pairwise comparisons of spectra
(right) in PL (top) and IL (bottom) during the first and last tone blocks during extinction in males and females. The solid horizontal lines in the log ratio plots
represent the upper and lower 95% confidence limits; positive log ratio values indicate increased power during the last compared to the first tone block,
whereas negative values indicate decreased power during the last compared to the first tone block. In males, PL power decreased and IL power increased
during extinction. In contrast, PL and IL power both increased during extinction in females. (D) Pooled theta power spectra (left) and log ratio plots (right)
in PL (top) and IL (bottom) during the first and last tone blocks during extinction recall in males and females. In males, PL power decreased during extinction recall, albeit to a lesser extent compared to extinction. In IL, power shifted from lower to higher frequencies during extinction recall. In
females, PL power showed little change and IL power increased during extinction recall.

before extinction and extinction recall compared to males (twoway ANOVA, main effect of sex, F(1,17) ¼ 8.70, P , 0.01) (Fig. 3A).
In males, PL activity was significantly decreased in the lower
theta band before extinction recall compared to before extinction
(P , 0.05). However, in females, theta activity in PL was significantly increased before extinction recall compared to before extinction (P , 0.05) (Fig. 3B). Theta activity in IL was significantly
www.learnmem.org

increased before extinction recall compared to before extinction
in males and, to a lesser extent, females (P , 0.05) (Fig. 3B).
In this study we found no sex differences in fear conditioning. However, females showed enhanced learned fear expression
throughout extinction the next day and extinction recall 2 wk later. Moreover, females showed enhanced spontaneous fear recovery, although both males and females demonstrated extinction
57
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Figure 3. Females show enhanced contextual fear and PL activity before extinction recall. (A) Females showed increased freezing before tone presentations during extinction (left) and extinction recall (right) ([∗∗ ] P , 0.01). (B) Pooled theta power spectra (left) and log ratio plots (right) in PL (top) and IL
(bottom) before extinction (Ext) and before extinction recall (Ext Rec) in males and females. The solid horizontal lines in the log ratio plots represent the
upper and lower 95% confidence limits; positive log ratio values indicate increased power before extinction recall compared to before extinction, whereas
negative values indicate decreased power before extinction recall compared to before extinction. Males showed decreased PL power before extinction
recall compared to before extinction. In contrast, females showed increased PL power before extinction recall compared to before extinction. Both males
and females showed increased IL power before extinction recall compared to before extinction.

tivation of IL impairs extinction (Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011) and
single unit activity increases in IL neurons during extinction recall
(Milad and Quirk 2002). Our finding of enhanced theta activity in
IL during extinction agrees with recent evidence indicating a role
for IL theta oscillations in extinction and its recall (Lesting et al.
2011; Narayanan et al. 2011). Our results showing increased IL activity before extinction recall compared to before extinction also
support evidence indicating enhanced synaptic efficacy in IL after
extinction (Herry and Garcia 2002). These findings add to evidence indicating the importance of theta oscillations in mediating learned fear and extinction processing by modulating neural
excitability, plasticity, and synchronization in the fear memory
circuit, in which mPFC plays a crucial role (Lesting et al. 2011).
During extinction recall we also observed decreased PL activity in males, although this decrease appeared to be less pronounced than during extinction. There was less of a difference in
learned fear expression between early and late extinction recall,
compared to early and late extinction, which could explain this
discrepancy. A previous study showed complete spontaneous
fear recovery 10 –14 d after extinction in males (Quirk 2002).
This finding differs from our results, which showed that fear recovered to 50% by 14 d after extinction. However, in that study all
behavioral testing was conducted in the same context, while we
conducted fear conditioning in a separate context to extinction
and its recall. Extinction is well-known to be context-dependent
(Orsini et al. 2011) and a study examining learned fear expression
in the extinction context 7 d after extinction showed low

savings. Females also showed enhanced contextual fear before extinction and its recall. These sex differences in learned fear expression were accompanied by altered PL, but not IL, activity. Males
showed decreased PL and increased IL activity during extinction
and extinction recall. Whereas females also showed increased IL
activity during extinction and its recall, their PL activity increased
during extinction and showed little change during extinction
recall. Males and females also showed opposing patterns of PL activity during contextual fear expression before extinction and extinction recall. Males showed decreased PL activity in the “safe”
context (i.e., before extinction recall) compared to the neutral
context (i.e., before extinction), while females showed increased
PL activity in the safe compared to the neutral context. Both males
and females showed increased IL activity before extinction recall
compared to before extinction. These results suggest that females
show enhanced learned fear expression involving sustained PL
activation.
Our finding of decreased PL and increased IL activity during
extinction and its recall in males is in keeping with the known
roles of PL and IL in mediating learned fear expression and its
extinction, respectively. Electrical stimulation of PL enhances
and reversible PL inactivation reduces learned fear expression
(Vidal-Gonzalez et al. 2006; Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011). Single
unit activity increases in some PL neurons during learned fear expression (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009) and our results suggest that
fear memory expression is also represented by PL theta oscillations, which is a novel finding. In contrast to PL, reversible inacwww.learnmem.org
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conditioned fear during tone presentations (Herry and Garcia
2002), which agrees with our findings.
The lack of sex differences in fear conditioning reported here
agrees with some, but not all, previous findings. Several studies
have shown no sex differences in auditory fear conditioning
(Maren et al. 1994; Markus and Zecevic 1997; Maes 2002; Baran
et al. 2009; Baker-Andresen et al. 2013), although others have reported a deficit in females (Pryce et al. 1999; Kosten et al. 2005;
Baran et al. 2010). Evidence also indicates that females show impaired contextual fear conditioning compared to males (Maren
et al. 1994; Pryce et al. 1999; Gupta et al. 2001; Wiltgen et al.
2001; Chang et al. 2009). However, sex differences in aversive
learning also depend on the conditioning paradigm used as females show enhanced eye-blink conditioning, fear-potentiated
startle, and active avoidance compared to males (Dalla and Shors
2009).
At first glance our results broadly agree with evidence indicating resistance to fear extinction in females (Baran et al. 2009, 2010;
Baker-Andresen et al. 2013). The sex difference observed in spontaneous fear recovery suggests that females show impaired extinction recall, although this finding could also be attributable to a
deficit in the encoding of extinction. Interestingly, failure to recall
extinction is associated with persistent PL activity (Burgos-Robles
et al. 2009), as we found in females. However, females and males
had similar patterns of IL activity before and during extinction
and its recall. Females and males also both showed extinction savings, indicating the persistence of extinction memory (Quirk
2002). One intriguing possibility is that females show altered contextual regulation of, rather than resistance to, extinction. This
could result in overgeneralization between the conditioning and
extinction contexts, leading to enhanced expression of learned
fear in the extinction context. Moreover, sustained PL activation
related to learned fear expression in females may result from altered connectivity within the wider neural circuitry underlying
the context dependency of extinction. The hippocampus is crucial
for contextual processing and input from the ventral hippocampus (VH) to PL is involved in the contextual regulation of
extinction (Orsini et al. 2011). Temporary VH inactivation increases PL activity and learned fear expression after extinction
(Sotres-Bayon et al. 2012). This raises the possibility that females
show alterations in hippocampal-mediated inhibition of mPFC
function, which has been shown in PTSD (Milad et al. 2009a;
Shin et al. 2009). Our finding of enhanced contextual fear before
extinction and its recall in females, together with evidence indicating sex differences in contextual fear processing and hippocampal function (Maren et al. 1994; Gupta et al. 2001), supports this
idea. Future studies could address this issue by examining sex differences in mPFC–hippocampus circuit function during contextual discrimination or fear renewal. This is the return of learned fear
after extinction when the CS is presented outside of the extinction
context and evidence indicates that fear renewal activates PL and
hippocampus neurons (Knapska and Maren 2009). Although a
previous study found no sex differences in the contextual regulation of fear extinction (Maes 2002), this issue is worth revisiting
given the methodological differences between that study (e.g.,
strain, conditioned response measured, surgically naı̈ve) and ours.
A limitation of this study is that we did not account for variations in the estrous cycle phase of the females. Previous studies
in naturally cycling rats have shown that sex differences in fear extinction only emerged when the females were grouped according
to their estradiol levels. Females with low levels showed impaired
extinction recall compared to males and females with high levels
(Milad et al. 2009b). Moreover, estrogen enhances the extinction
of auditory and contextual fear conditioning (Chang et al. 2009;
Zeidan et al. 2011). Interestingly, similar findings have been
shown in women (Milad et al. 2010; Zeidan et al. 2011). Yet,
www.learnmem.org

despite not accounting for variations in the females’ estrous cycle
phase, we still found sex differences in learned fear expression
during extinction and its recall, which is broadly similar to the
findings of others (Baran et al. 2009, 2010; Baker-Andresen et al.
2013). There is also evidence that estrogen can impair fear inhibition. Estrogen delayed the extinction of active avoidance in rats
(Telegdy and Stark 1973). Naturally cycling women with high levels of endogenous estrogen showed impaired extinction recall
compared to men and women with low estrogen levels (Milad
et al. 2006). Estrogen also impaired fear inhibition in female rats
by disrupting generalization between the CS and a second safety
cue in a conditioned inhibition paradigm (Toufexis et al. 2007).
Although the reasons for these discrepancies are unclear, they
highlight the need for future studies to further address this important issue.
In summary, we found that females show enhanced learned
fear expression associated with persistent PL activation, potentially due to altered contextual regulation of extinction. These results
add to evidence indicating sex differences in cognition and mPFC
function. Although the adaptive significance of these sex differences remains unclear, being able to respond to potential threats
across different contexts may confer a survival advantage in females, but possibly at the expense of successfully adapting to
changing stimulus contingencies in the environment (Baran
et al. 2010).
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